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ABSTRACT
Did you try out the new Bing Search? Or maybe you fiddled around
with Google AI Overviews? These might sound familiar because the
modern-day search stack has recently evolved to include retrieval-
augmented generation (RAG) systems. They allow searching and
incorporating real-time data into large language models (LLMs) to
provide a well-informed, attributed, concise summary in contrast to
the traditional search paradigm that relies on displaying a ranked
list of documents. Therefore, given these recent advancements, it is
crucial to have an arena to build, test, visualize, and systematically
evaluate RAG-based search systems. With this in mind, we propose
the TREC 2024 RAG Track to foster innovation in evaluating RAG
systems. In our work, we lay out the steps we’ve made towards
making this track a reality — we describe the details of our reusable
framework, Ragnarök, explain the curation of the new MS MARCO
V2.1 collection choice, release the development topics for the track,
and standardize the I/O definitions which assist the end user. Next,
using Ragnarök, we identify and provide key industrial baselines
such as OpenAI’s GPT-4o or Cohere’s Command R+. Further, we
introduce a web-based user interface for an interactive arena allow-
ing benchmarking pairwise RAG systems by crowdsourcing. We
open-source our Ragnarök framework and baselines to achieve a
unified standard for future RAG systems.

https://github.com/castorini/ragnarok

1 INTRODUCTION
Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) [10, 21, 22, 29] has emerged
as a popular technique to augment large language model (LLM) gen-
eration for knowledge-intensive tasks such as open-domain ques-
tion answering or fact verification [44]. Using the top-𝑘 retrieved
segments from a suitable retrieval system, RAG systems output an
answer summary grounded on the relevant context. RAG systems
mitigate factual inconsistencies in LLM outputs [19, 26, 29, 34], and
enhance interpretability [21] and generalization [20], thus facilitat-
ing a wider adoption across several domains like Medicine [55] and
Finance [23].

Several companies provide end-to-end RAG frameworks such as
Bing Search [39], or Google Gemini [5]. Most of these systems are
either proprietary or offer limited user customization. Likewise, the
absence of a standardized RAG framework makes implementing

∗Both authors contributed equally to the paper. Correspondence to Ronak Pradeep
<rpradeep@uwaterloo.ca> and Nandan Thakur <nandan.thakur@uwaterloo.ca>.

RAG at a large scale challenging. Implementing atop existing frame-
works requires custom code for multiple steps including retrieval,
reranking, and generation. To promote wider adoption of RAG
in academia, we develop Ragnarök, a user-friendly, reusable, end-
to-end RAG framework offering code for customizable retrievers,
rerankers, and generation models.

Ragnarök comprises two key modules: (R) Retrieval and (AG)
Augmented Generation. The retrieval module incorporates both
the retrieval and re-ranking stages to yield the top-𝑘 retrieved seg-
ments for an input user topic. Next, the augmented generation
module uses the user-provided topic and retrieved segments to
produce an RAG answer, formatted into individual sentences, cit-
ing the relevant information from the top-𝑘 retrieved segments.
Ragnarök is deeply integrated with existing Python frameworks,
such as Pyserini [31] and rank_llm [46, 47] and can be easily in-
stalled via PyPI using “pip install pyragnarok”. The framework
offers easy-to-use REST APIs and an integrated WebUI to enhance
user-friendliness and improve the human evaluation experience.

The Ragnarök framework will be used for providing baselines in
the upcoming TREC 2024 Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG)
Track.1 An ideal framework should include a sufficiently large doc-
ument collection covering diverse information and non-factoid,
decompositional topics requiring long-form answers. In our frame-
work, we deduplicate the existing MS MARCO V2 document col-
lection. In addition, we provide a “segment” collection using a
sliding-window chunking technique (discussed in Section 4). Fur-
ther, we release two sets of development topics: (i) TREC-RAGgy
2024: a filtered subset of topics with long-form answers from TREC
Deep Learning 2021-23 [15–17]; and (ii) TREC-Researchy 2024: a
subset of the Researchy Questions introduced in Rosset et al. [51].

Our Ragnarök framework supports a head-to-head RAG battle
arena for the answer evaluation, heavily inspired by recent work
such as the Chatbot Arena [13, 58]. We include key industrial base-
lines such as Cohere Command R+ [14] and OpenAI GPT-4o [41]
and evaluate both the baselines using the retrieval setup involving
BM25 [49] and RankZephyr [47] with human preferences. Overall,
we observe GPT-4o to provide more detailed answers over Com-
mand R+ on the development set of topics (discussed in Section 6).
Finally, we open-source Ragnarök and make it publicly available at
the following URL: https://github.com/castorini/ragnarok. In the
future, we will include a wider variety of LLMs as baselines and
continue to improve our framework.
1TREC 2024 Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) Track: https://trec-rag.github.io.
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(R) Retrieval
Module

(BM25, RankZephyr)

User Topic

how often should
you take your
toddler to the
potty when potty
training?

{ ...
 "references":["doc0", "doc1",... ,"doc19"]
 "response_length": 728,
 "answer": [
   {"text": "The frequency with which you     
             should take your toddler to     
             the potty depends on their       
             readiness for potty training.", 
    "citations": [0, 1, 12, 13, 19]}, ...
   {"text": "If they are reluctant to use the 
             potty, don't force them."
   "citations": [6, 8]}, ...
   ], ... 
 }

[doc0] How Often
Should I Take My
Toddler To The

Potty? ...

[doc1] How To
Potty Train Your

Kid: ...

[doc19] Potty
training: How to
get the job done

...

...

Top-k Segments

(AG) Augmented
Generation Module

(Command R+, GPT4o)

RAG Output (JSON)
Prompting + LLMRetrieval + Rerank

(RAG) Retrieval-Augmented Generation Module

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the Ragnarök framework. Given a user topic (left), the process consists of two steps: (1) (R)
retrieval (+ rerank), where the topic yields the top-𝑘 relevant segments from our document collection (e.g., potty training
articles); and (2) (AG) augmented-generation, where the retrieved segments with a suitable prompt template is fed to the large
language model (LLM) to generate the post-processed answer response (JSON) containing individual sentence-level citations.

2 RELATEDWORK
RAG Frameworks. Existing RAG systems are primarily closed-

source and difficult to reproduce. Open-source frameworks such
as LangChain [12] and LlamaIndex [33], while available, are not
research-friendly and lack proper evaluation and benchmarking.
FlashRAG [24], a concurrent work, is a similarly motivated toolkit
to improve the RAG experience for researchers. While the frame-
work is extensive and designed for pipeline flexibility, Ragnarök
offers a few additional capabilities — a WebUI serving a RAG battle
arena, easy-to-use RESTAPIs, a standardized I/O definitionworking
with sentence-level citations, and a tight integration with popular
retrieval (+ reranking) frameworks like Pyserini [31] and RankLLM.

Collection selection. Current RAG datasets are constructed using
the English Wikipedia as the document collection, However, their
scale is limited to provide rich and comprehensive information to
support RAG systems. In addition, ClueWeb22 [42] offers an exten-
sive collection of 22 billion curated web pages, previously utilized
in TREC tracks such as the TREC Conversational Assistance Track
(CAsT) [43] and the forthcoming TREC Interactive Knowledge As-
sistance Track (iKAT) [3]. Another alternative is the MSMARCOV2
document collection, used in the TREC Deep Learning (DL) track.

Topic selection. Recently, there has been a surge in datasets pro-
viding topics with long-form answers for evaluating RAG systems.
ASQA [52], ELI5 [18], andQAMPARI [4] were utilized for evaluation
in the Automatic LLMs’ Citation Evaluation (ALCE) framework [19].
Similarly, related long-form QA datasets include AquaMuse [27],
ExpertQA [36], and TruthfulQA [32]. Another recently introduced
dataset is ClapNQ [50], created from the subset of Natural Ques-
tions (NQ) [28] and HAGRID [25] built on a subset of MS MARCO
Dev [8]. Almost all previous datasets are built on EnglishWikipedia.
In contrast, our work deliberately avoids English Wikipedia to pre-
vent the overfitting commonly seen in existing benchmarks [40, 54].
In our work, we re-utilize topics from previous TREC tracks such
as the Deep Learning (DL) track, because human judgments are
available on the MS MARCO V2 corpora and Researchy Questions
[51] as it covers a wide range of topics based on ClueWeb22 [42].

3 OUR FRAMEWORK
Ragnarök is an open-source, reproducible, and reusable framework
implementing an end-to-end retrieval-augmented generation (RAG)
pipeline, comprising two modules applied sequentially: (1) (R) re-
trieval and (2) (AG) augmented generation. Through the Ragnarök
framework, we will provide several baselines to all participants in
the upcoming TREC 2024 RAG track. An overview of the frame-
work is provided in Figure 1. We first describe both modules and
expand on the I/O specifications in our framework.

Retrieval Module. This module retrieves the relevant segments
for a user topic as the input. It supports (i) first-stage lexical re-
trieval models such as BM25 [49] and (ii) reranking models such
as RankZephyr [47]. The retrieval system searches for relevant
segments in the document collection and retrieves the top-100 seg-
ments further reranked by the reranker model to filter out the
top-20 relevant segments for the next stage.

Augmented Generation Module. This module takes in the user
topic and the top-20 retrieved segments (from the retrieval module)
as the input and a prompting strategy to the large language model
(LLM) to generate the answer response with in-context citations for
the topic. The answer response is divided into individual sentences,
each sentence within the answer contains text and is grounded on
retrieved documents provided as references.

3.1 RAG Input/Output Definitions
RAG Input. The input specifications are straightforward as the

user can formulate any question they wish to ask, provide the user
topic, and call our Ragnarök REST-API framework.

RAGOutput. The user receives a JSON output in response to their
topic from the Ragnarök framework. The first key in the output
JSON schema, references, provides an ordered list of the top-20
ranked segment IDs from our retrieval module. Next,answer, pro-
vides the LLM-generated RAG answer to the user topic, presented as
a top-to-bottom list of sentence-level texts with corresponding seg-
ment citations. All citations are zero-based indexed indicating the
exact position of the segment ID from the references list. Finally,
response_length, provides the total count of the text characters
present in the output RAG answer.
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Table 1: Comparison of document and segment counts be-
tween versions V2 and V2.1 (our version after removing near-
duplicates) of the MS MARCO collection.

Collection Version V2 Version V2.1 (Ours)

MS MARCO Document 11,959,635 10,960,555
MS MARCO Segment 124,131,414 113,520,750

4 DOCUMENT COLLECTION
The MS MARCO V2 document collection, earlier used in the TREC-
DL tracks, contains a substantial overlap of near-duplicates (docu-
ments with sufficiently similar text information) within the collec-
tion [16, 17]. When left intact, these near-duplicates degrade the
downstream retrieval accuracy and reduce the diversity of the col-
lected documents, potentially impacting the effectiveness of RAG
systems. In addition, chunking, which breaks down a long verbose
document into smaller compact representations is a key challenge
in RAG, as the retrieved chunk representations correlate with the
RAG answer quality [34].

MS MARCO V2.1 Document Collection. We conduct a deduplica-
tion strategy in the MS MARCO V2 document collection to avoid
near-duplicates in two stages. In the first stage, we establish an
equivalence class of the documents using Locality SensitiveHashing
(LSH) with MinHash [11] and 9-gram shingles. Next, we selected a
representative document for each equivalence class for our refined
MS MARCO V2.1 document collection,2 reducing the duplicates
in the original MS MARCO V2 document collection by 8.35% as
shown in Table 1.

MSMARCOV2.1 Segment Collection. We segment theMSMARCO
V2.1 document collection into overlapping segments (or chunks)
and develop the MS MARCO V2.1 segment collection3 with more
than 113million text segments (Table 1).We utilize a slidingwindow
technique to generate the segments, by fixing the sliding window
size of 10 sentences and a stride of 5 sentences to create each seg-
ment, roughly on average, between 500–1000 characters long. To
easily map each segment back to the document, every segment
contains the document ID within the segment ID. Further, two new
fields: start_char and end_char indicate the start and the end
position character of where the segment begins and ends in the
mapped MS MARCO V2.1 document collection.

5 TOPIC COLLECTION
Topics, i.e., user queries, are crucial for robust evaluation of RAG
systems. Traditionally, popular retrieval and traditional QA bench-
marks primarily consist of factoid queries, where answers are typi-
cally found within a single sentence or paragraph. However, these
topics lack complexity, leading to short answers that can be easily
memorized by LLMs. For instance, MSMARCO [8] surprisingly con-
tains up to 55% factoid queries [9, 51]. To avoid short-form answers
in RAG, we utilize two collections containing non-factoid topics
covering information about diverse topics and requiring long-form
answers. We describe these collections below:

2MS MARCO V2.1 document collection: msmarco_v2.1_doc.tar.
3MS MARCO V2.1 segment collection: msmarco_v2.1_doc_segmented.tar.

Table 2: TREC-RAGgy and TREC-Researchy 2024 topic dis-
tribution. The table shows the top-5 categories in topic clas-
sification for TREC-RAGgy, intrinsic attributes for TREC-
Researchy, and the first word in all topics. Definitions in
more detail can be found in Appendix A & B.

TREC-RAGgy 2024 TREC-Researchy 2024

Topic Category % First Word % Intrinsic Attributes % First Word %

Aggregation 24.2 What 37.5 Knowledge-Intensive 79.8 How 41.0
Simple w/ cond. 23.3 How 27.5 Multi-Faceted 75.7 Why 25.5
Set 20.8 Why 3.3 Reasoning-Intensive 75.5 What 15.0
Simple 10.0 Is 2.5 Subjective 48.5 Is 5.2
Comparison 6.7 When 1.7 Assumptive 25.7 Should 2.2

TREC-RAGgy 2024. We develop TREC-RAGgy 2024, a collection
with topics filtered from TRECDeep Learning 2021-2023 tracks [15–
17], based on topic category and generated-answer classification.
We classify each available topic into seven categories described in
Appendix A and filter out a subset of topics that either have a long-
form answer or require information aggregation across multiple
sources of information. Out of the 210 original topics available, we
filter and include 120 topics (57.1%) in the TREC-RAGgy 2024 topic
collection.4 From Table 2, we observe 24.2% of the topics included
are “aggregation”, indicating RAG systems require to aggregate
information from multiple retrieved segments to generate an accu-
rate long-form answer. Similarly, 65% of the topics start with “what”
or “how”. Overall, a majority of the topics are useful for evaluation
containing diverse topic categories requiring a long-form answer.

TREC-Researchy 2024. Researchy Questions, introduced in Ros-
set et al. [51], contains 102K non-factoid topics with long-form
answers. These topics were curated from Bing Search logs and eval-
uated by GPT-4 on a scale of 0–10 based on eight intrinsic attributes,
such as subjectivity and multifacetedness (definitions provided in
Appendix B). Notably, unlike TREC-RAGgy 2024, these queries lack
relevance judgments. To curate a smaller development subset for a
faster evaluation of RAG systems, we employ a sampler designed
to maximize diversity based on the eight intrinsic attributes. This
is achieved by iteratively selecting the query with the highest 𝑙1
norm in the intrinsic attribute space (of all eight dimensions) rela-
tive to the already-sampled set. The resultant topic set we dub as
TREC-Researchy 2024.5 From Table 2, about 80% of the topics are
Knowledge-Intensive and about 76% are Multi-Faceted highlighting
the need for effective RAG systems. Additionally, 66.5% of topics
start with “how” or “why”, emphasizing explanatory questions.
These distributions suggest that TREC-Researchy 2024 prioritizes
complex and multi-dimensional topics.

6 TREC 2024 RAG BASELINES
Retrieval. Our retrieval module integrates both first-stage retriev-

ers and rerankers. We use BM25 available in Anserini [57] with
the following default parameters (𝑘1 = 0.9 and 𝑏 = 0.4), to retrieve
the top-100 segments for a given topic. Next, RankZephyr [47], a
state-of-the-art listwise reranker, is used to rerank the top-100 can-
didates. We use RankZephyr𝜌 , a variant, that reranks the candidates
progressively, i.e., makes three passes iteratively, refining the final
4TREC-RAGgy 2024 topic collection: topics.rag24.raggy-dev.txt.
5TREC-Researchy 2024 topic collection: topics.rag24.researchy-dev.txt

https://msmarco.z22.web.core.windows.net/msmarcoranking/msmarco_v2.1_doc.tar
https://msmarco.z22.web.core.windows.net/msmarcoranking/msmarco_v2.1_doc_segmented.tar
https://github.com/castorini/anserini-tools/blob/master/topics-and-qrels/topics.rag24.raggy-dev.txt
https://github.com/castorini/anserini-tools/blob/master/topics-and-qrels/topics.rag24.researchy-dev.txt
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ranked candidate list to achieve better precision. An easy-to-use
implementation of RankZephyr is available via the rank_llm pack-
age, along with various other rerankers like RankGPT [53], which
we provide as secondary baselines. Finally, the top-20 reranked
documents from the document collection are passed onto the next
stage for RAG generation.

Augmented Generation. Our generation module integrates two
popular and commercially available LLMs: (i) Command R+ is
Cohere’s instruction following LLM developed for complex RAG
pipelines [14]; (ii) GPT-4o is the latest GPT version from Ope-
nAI [41]. Given that Command R+ cites in a span level, we map
the citations to their parent sentences. For GPT-4o, we follow the
zero-shot ChatQA prompt template [35] and cite relevant segments
within the text (in-line) using the IEEE format. An example of the
prompt template is shown in Figure 2, in the Appendix.

RAG-Bench Evaluation. Evaluating different RAG answers is chal-
lenging as multiple factors within the output response are crucial
for effectiveness evaluation. To combat this, recent works rely on an
LLM-as-a-judge setup [58], where strong LLM assessors judge the
RAG-generated output in a pairwise evaluation style (side-by-side)
in a head-on tournament. In our work, we briefly overview our
baseline techniques using human evaluators. A complete illustra-
tion can be found in Table 4, in the Appendix. The Command R+
baseline outputs shorter answers and cites more relevant segments,
whereas, the GPT-4o baseline outputs longer and more detailed
answers and cites fewer segments. Therefore, for topics in both
TREC-Raggy and TREC-Researchy 2024, GPT-4o intuitively is the
better choice for RAG answer generation. We leave it for future
work, to empirically compute the win rates (in %) between our
baselines in the RAG-bench evaluation.

6.1 Ragnarök System Arena
Heavily inspired by the success of Chatbot Arena [13, 58], a crowd-
sourcing benchmark WebUI featuring anonymous battles, we ex-
tend the concept to multi-stage configurable RAG pipelines with
Ragnarök. In the arena, users interact with two unblinded/blinded
RAG systems simultaneously, issuing the same topic to both. The
participants evaluate and select the pipeline that delivers their most
preferred response, with the identities of the modules in the end-to-
end pipeline revealed after the voting process in the blinded case.
We leverage Gradio [1] to build the WebUI for Ragnarök. Each step
of the pipeline uses REST APIs for intercommunication, enabling
easy module switching within the pipeline. This modular design
simplifies the integration of different retrieval and LLM configura-
tions, enhancing scalability and maintainability.

Figure 3 in the Appendix illustrates an example topic “what
inspired pink floyd’s the wall?” processed by two different pipelines:
Pipeline A, comprising BM25→ RankZephyr→ GPT-4o (left), and
Pipeline B, comprising BM25 → RankGPT-4o → Command R+
(right) in the unblinded tab. The outputs generated by each pipeline
are compared, allowing users to discern which system provided
a more satisfactory answer. Note that when the user hovers the
mouse over a citation, they can preview the cited segment. Further,
in Appendix C, we discuss the blinded pairwise evaluation and the
responses (JSON output) tab, available in the WebUI for Ragnarök.

7 ONGOINGWORK
Ragnarök is the first step for the ongoing work in the TREC 2024
RAG track, by releasing the document collections, development
topics, and baseline strategies for participants. We will continue
to update the pipelines to include more diverse retrieval models
including state-of-the-art dual encoders such as Artic-Embed [38]
and effective pointwise/pairwise rerankers [45]. We plan to add
additional support for more advanced RAG techniques like Self-
RAG [7] and CRAG [56]. For the TREC 2024 RAG track test topics,
we plan to conduct a new and fresh scrape of the Bing search logs
closer to the submission period. This approach will compile a fresh
and recent set of topics, similar to Rosset et al. [51], thereby mini-
mizing the risk of data leakage and ensuring a fair evaluation with
existing commercially available LLMs.

The next phase of our efforts will focus on finalizing the eval-
uation methodology using an automatic nugget-based evaluation,
following earlier work in Lin and Demner-Fushman [30] and first
discussed in the TREC RAG 2024 presentation deck.6 The nugget-
based evaluation is recently gaining popularity [2, 6, 37, 48], and is
becoming the de facto strategy for RAG evaluation.

8 CONCLUSION
The emergence of retrieval-augmented generation (RAG) has rev-
olutionized modern search systems by allowing real-time data in-
corporation into large language models (LLMs). In our work, we
develop a reusable end-to-end framework, Ragnarök, providing
reproducible baselines and a WebUI serving a RAG battle arena
for retriever, reranker, and generation models. We also introduce
the MS MARCO V2.1 collection, carefully curated topics from the
TREC-DL 2021-2023 queries and Researchy Questions, and I/O defi-
nitions to assist users in the RAG paradigm. Additionally, the paper
identifies key industrial baselines (such as Cohere’s Command R+
and OpenAI’s GPT-4o) and includes a qualitative analysis of the
baselines on the development topics. By open-sourcing this frame-
work, we aim to standardize RAG applications in preparation for
the upcoming TREC 2024 RAG challenge.
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Ragnarök: A Reusable RAG Framework and Baselines for
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A TREC-RAGGY 2024: ADDITIONAL DETAILS
We manually classify each available topic in TREC Deep Learn-
ing Tracks 2021-2023 [13, 15, 16] into one of the seven different
topic categories. We manually labeled each topic following the
guidelines7 mentioned below:

• Simple: topic asking for information about a simple fact, e.g.,
“how to emulsion a house?”

• Simple with condition: topic asking for information about a
topic with an imposed condition, e.g., “how to cook thinly
sliced home fries?”

• Set: a topic containing multiple short entities in the answer,
e.g., “what themes are in action movies?”

• Aggregation: a topic that requires aggregation of multiple
retrieved segments, e.g., “how to put together a scuba regu-
lator?”

• Comparison: a topic that requires comparison of the retrieved
segments, e.g. “does light intensity or concentration of car-
bon dioxide have a higher rate of photosynthesis?”

• Multi-hop: a topic that requires to chain multiple information
from different retrieved segments, e.g., “the population of
kings grant fayetteville prior to liberty hills?”

• False premise: a topic that has a false preposition or assump-
tion, e.g., “Do larger lobsters become tougher when cooked?”

B TREC-RESEARCHY 2024: ADDITIONAL
DETAILS

Note that for Researchy Questions [51], the following eight intrinsic
attributes were measured by GPT-4 on a scale of 0-10:

• Ambiguity: Checks if the question’s intent is moderately
ambiguous, suggesting multiple interpretations.

• Incompleteness: Checks if the question is difficult to answer
due to missing crucial context or details.

• Assumptive: Checks if the question has some built-in assump-
tions that may influence the answer.

• Multi-faceted: Checks if the question requires considering
multiple perspectives to provide a comprehensive answer.

• Knowledge-intensive: Checks if the question demands spe-
cialized knowledge and extensive research to answer thor-
oughly.

• Subjective: Measures if the question contains some level of
subjectivity, with potential for varying opinions.

• Reasoning-intensive: Checks if the question requires signifi-
cant reasoning and synthesis of information to answer.

• Harmful: Checks to what extent the question is harmful or
inappropriate.

It is worth noting that all the questions provided scored 0 in harm-
fulness and a tiny fraction scored highly on ambiguity. We used
a score of 5 as the threshold to label the query for that intrinsic
attribute.

C RAGNARÖK SYSTEM ARENA
Figure 4 showcases the Ragnarök WebUI (dark mode) and the user
query, “why have used car prices increased”, from TREC-2024 Re-
searchy issued to two blinded systems. This blind setup enables
7Guidelines have been inspired from the 2024 Meta Comprehensive RAG benchmark.

System: This is a chat between a user and an artificial
intelligence assistant. The assistant gives helpful,
detailed, and polite answers to the user’s questions
based on the context. The assistant should also indicate
when the answer cannot be found in the context.

INSTRUCTION: Please give a complete answer to the
question. Cite each context document that supports your
answer within brackets [] using the IEEE format.

QUESTION: {query}

CONTEXTS:
[1] {Passage title}: {Passage text}
[2] {Passage title}: {Passage text}
...
[20] {Passage title}: {Passage text}

INSTRUCTION: Please give a complete answer to the
question. Cite each context document that supports your
answer within brackets [] using the IEEE format.

Figure 2: ChatQA prompt template [35] used for RAG gen-
eration with in-text citations with GPT-4o in our Ragnarök
framework.

fair leaderboards, especially when incentives to game leaderboards
are huge in this competitive proprietary LLM space. The output
displays the answers in human-readable form, allowing users to
assess the quality of responses without bias.

Figure 5 demonstrates the responses tab for the example in Fig-
ure 4. The responses tab reformats the final answers into the JSON
output expected by the I/O definitions of the TREC 2024 RAG Track.
This feature is particularly useful for developers and researchers
who need to ensure that their systems’ outputs conform to specific
standards and formats required by evaluation frameworks.

By incorporating both human-readable and JSON-formatted out-
puts, Ragnarök provides a comprehensive evaluation platform that
caters to a wide range of needs in the research and development
community. The ability to toggle between different views and for-
mats ensures that users can efficiently analyze and interpret the
effectiveness of various RAG systems.

https://www.aicrowd.com/challenges/meta-comprehensive-rag-benchmark-kdd-cup-2024
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Figure 3: WebUI showcasing the Ragnarök System Arena and the user query, “what inspired pink floyd’s the wall?”, with
answers from two pipelines side-by-side comparing GPT-4o answer (left) and Command R+ answer (right).

Table 3: An example of the first segment of two near-duplicate documents present in the MS MARCO V2 segment collection.
During the deduplication procedure, the segments of one of the documents is kept in the MS MARCO V2.1 segment collection
(msmarco_doc_00_995170174#0), whereas the other segment is discarded as a duplicate (msmarco_doc_00_995171191#0).

Segment ID URL Title Segment

MS MARCO V2.1 segment (discarded)

msmarco_doc_00
_995171191#0

http://center.serve.org/TT
/fp_tips.html

SERVE Center Re-
sources

SERVE Center Get to know us About Us We believe that educational improvement
requires a partnership with our clients, and we focus on doing work that is important and
directly relevant to both policymakers and practitioners. Services Program evaluation,
capacity building, technical assistance, strategic planning, and much more. Customized
services designed to meet the specific needs of our partnering organizations. Projects
During its history, SERVE has been awarded over $200 million in contracts and grants
and has successfully managed 14 major awards, including multiple contracts with the US
Department of Education. Resources Forging connections with a variety of individuals
and organizations, the SERVE Center offers an array of resources developed to inform
and aide both the policymaker and the practioner.

MS MARCO V2.1 segment (kept)

msmarco_doc_00
_995170174#0

http://center.serve.org/TT/ SERVE Center Re-
sources

SERVE Center Get to know us About Us We believe that educational improvement
requires a partnership with our clients, and we focus on doing work that is important and
directly relevant to both policymakers and practitioners. Services Program evaluation,
capacity building, technical assistance, strategic planning, and much more. Customized
services designed to meet the specific needs of our partnering organizations. Projects
During its history, SERVE has been awarded over $200 million in contracts and grants
and has successfully managed 14 major awards, including multiple contracts with the US
Department of Education. Resources Forging connections with a variety of individuals
and organizations, the SERVE Center offers an array of resources developed to inform
and aide both the policymaker and the practioner.

http://center.serve.org/TT/fp_tips.html
http://center.serve.org/TT/fp_tips.html
http://center.serve.org/TT/
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Figure 4: WebUI (dark mode) showcasing the Ragnarök system arena for the user query on “why have used car prices increased”
from TREC-2024 Researchy with two different blinded pipelines. The output tab displays the answers in human-readable form.

Figure 5: The responses tab for the example in Figure 4. Note that the responses tab reformats the final answers into the JSON
format expected by the I/O definitions of the TREC 2024 RAG Track.
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Table 4: An end-to-end RAG example for a randomly sampled topic (topic ID: 2027497) in the TREC-RAGgy 2024 collection:
“how often should you take your toddler to the potty when potty training?”

1. Top-10 retrieved segments from the (R) retrieval stage (ordered from top to bottom in terms of relevancy):

Segment ID Title Segment

(1) msmarco_v2.1_doc_51_766815931
#2_1606878413

How Often Should I Take My Tod-
dler To The Potty? There Are Some
Guidelines To Follow

Self-esteem can be fragile at this time, so it’s important to toilet train gently, letting
your child lead the way. Additionally, it’s unwise to begin potty training unless your
child is truly ready. Take this potty training readiness quiz featured in Parents before
you begin. Elizabeth Pantley [ ... ] and you still must be on the lookout for signs your
toddler has to go ahead of schedule.

(2) msmarco_v2.1_doc_51_766815931
#6_1606884302

How Often Should I Take My Tod-
dler To The Potty? There Are Some
Guidelines To Follow

Davis and Keyser stressed the importance of keeping your own emotions in check
throughout the toilet training process. The bottom line: when it comes to potty time,
there’s no magic number, [ ... ] You’ll just have that much longer to plan a good one.

(3) msmarco_v2.1_doc_08_935420812
#8_1683502976

Q&A: Know Your Child’s Level of
Readiness for Potty Training | Par-
ents

Start by sitting on the toilet the first thing in themorning after taking off the overnight
diaper, make it fun—sing songs, read a book, drink some juice, and see what happens.
[ ... ] — Dr. Carrie M. Brown My 3-year-old is adamant about not using the potty.
How can I motivate her?

(4) msmarco_v2.1_doc_08_935420812
#0_1683481876

Q&A: Know Your Child’s Level of
Readiness for Potty Training | Par-
ents

Q&A: Know Your Child’s Level of Readiness for Potty Training | Parents Home
Toddlers & Preschoolers Potty Training Potty Training Tips Q&A: [ ... ] Have your
child sit on the potty soon after she’s finished breakfast and again after dinner.

(5) msmarco_v2.1_doc_28_472446307
#23_1012991039

Potty Trained Toddler Having Acci-
dents on Purpose?

But don’t feel disappointed if most of these tries end up with no pee in the potty—you
wouldn’t be able to pee [ ... ] Get more tips on how to ease your child’s potty training
poop anxiety.

(6) msmarco_v2.1_doc_28_472446307
#22_1012988885

Potty Trained Toddler Having Acci-
dents on Purpose?

Get tips on what to do when your 4 year old won’t poop on potty. [ ... ] Routines
give him the predictability he needs so he knows exactly what to do and when. You
might use the potty after waking up, before leaving the house or after eating meals.

(7) msmarco_v2.1_doc_57_1222573163
#16_2241797192

Tips on Starting Potty Training:
How to Potty Train Your Toddler

Teach him to check for dryness. This offers him an added sense of control. If he’s
dry, give him a pat on the back (or a big hug), but don’t criticize him if he’s wet. [ ... ]
If you overreact, you might discourage your toddler’s future attempts.

(8) msmarco_v2.1_doc_57_1222573163
#15_2241795642

Tips on Starting Potty Training:
How to Potty Train Your Toddler

Even if you’re too late and he’s already done the deed, have him sit on the potty
anyway to reinforce the connection. Keep her motivated. [ ... ] Even the most enthu-
siastic toddler can take several weeks to master potty training proficiency — often
with as many steps backward as forward.

(9) msmarco_v2.1_doc_51_766815931
#5_1606882767

How Often Should I Take My Tod-
dler To The Potty? There Are Some
Guidelines To Follow

According to Becoming the Parent You Want To Be by Laura Davis and Janis Keyser,
it’s common for children to go back and forth — somedays preferring diapers, and
other days selecting to use the toilet. [ ... ] You can only take your child to the
bathroom too much if it begins to feel stressful or punitive.

(10) msmarco_v2.1_doc_51_766815931
#0_1606874600

How Often Should I Take My Tod-
dler To The Potty? There Are Some
Guidelines To Follow

How Often Should I Take My Toddler To The Potty? There Are Some Guidelines
To Follow Life Ashley Batz/Romper How Often Should I Take My Toddler To The
Potty? There Are Some Guidelines To Follow by Kelly Mullen-McWilliams July 22,
2017 I don’t know about you, but I’m personally super pumped for that perfect day [
... ] he article noted that toilet training is also one of the most difficult milestones for
children and their parents, and that it can become highly emotional.

2. Results from the (AG) augmented generation stage using top-10 retrieved segments:

Model RAG Answer

Command R+ [{’text’: ’There is no magic number for how often you should take your toddler to the potty when potty training.’, ’citations’:
[1, 8]}, {’text’: ’However, it is recommended to take them frequently, especially after waking up, before leaving the house,
after eating meals, or before bath time.’, ’citations’: [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8]}, {’text’: ’You can also use a timer and set it to every 30
minutes to an hour for a potty break.’, ’citations’: [5]}, {’text’: ’It is important to be patient and gentle throughout the process,
as it can be emotionally challenging for both the child and the parent.’, ’citations’: [0, 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9]}]

GPT-4o [{’text’: ’When potty training your toddler, it is recommended to take them to the potty frequently to increase the chances of
success.’, ’citations’: []}, {’text’: ’According to Elizabeth Pantley, author of "The No-Cry Potty Training Solution," most toddlers
pee four to eight times per day and have one or two bowel movements daily.’, ’citations’: []}, {’text’: ’She suggests setting up
a potty routine, such as taking your toddler to the potty first thing in the morning, after eating, and before activities like
riding in the car or going to sleep.’, ’citations’: [0]}, {’text’: ’Additionally, Davis and Keyser emphasize the importance of
following a schedule, such as morning pee and before nap time, while also being attentive to signs that your toddler needs to
go.’, ’citations’: []}, {’text’: ’They caution against making the process stressful or punitive, as negative emotions can hinder
progress.’, ’citations’: [1]}, {’text’: ’Dr. Carrie M. Brown recommends planning bathroom trips every 90-120 minutes during
the day and remaining calm and consistent, even if accidents occur.’, ’citations’: []}, {’text’: ’This approach helps toddlers
learn the routine and increases the likelihood of successful potty use.’, ’citations’: [2]}]
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